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List of symbols conversely, r~duces the size of.bu:fer ~eeded to achie~e a given output error rate. utional codes to significantly reduce the computational effort. In this paper, we quantitatively assess the number of decoding operations required by the proposed algorithm and show that this is indeed much '""'c 'Jc' less than that required by sequential decoding. In addition, by divz jding the decoding procedure into several regions in terms of required} 104 R=,. 12 back-up distance, we suggest modifications to the algorithm which r esult in even further computational reductions.
In sequential decoding, the complexity is insensitive to the constraint length K and this allows the decoder to utilise a much longer code than that used by usual convolutional decoders to achieve an progress of the decoding is highly variable., involving both forward P = 0,03 5 extensions and back-up searches to find a tentatively decoded path satisfying the current metric conditions. Because data are transmitted at a constant rate, a buffer is required, and this then raises the possibility of buffer overflow. Indeed, with sequential decoding, it is the -6 probability of buffer overflow that limits the effectiveness of the 10 decoder. pare this with the maximum required for sequential decoding, the(eby Table 1 showing a significant reduction in effort. Then, by dividing the decod-MAXIMUM BACK-UP DISTANCE bt FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF .ltf ing procedure to be adopted into several ranges of back-up distance Table 1 . cedures. Otherwise, at most, one direct mapping is all we need to (c) Required back-up distance acquire the path having minimum test-error weight.
If the value of bt is ~bm, the range over which direct mapping operates, then no search is needed and w' is found by a single Assume that there is an w with test-error weight Ill, and we are that it could be a valid comparison with the equivalent sequential searching for an w' of the same length as w but belonging to the decoder. opposite-half truncated tree and having a smallertest-error weight Considering that the decoding proceeds with basic branch oper- basic algorithm to reduce decoding effort, and is described later of length, in the range from one to L segments. in the paper.
Whenever the b.b.o. results in t1 = 0, which guarantees that the path w being followed is at minimum distance from the received weight. Once a direct mapping takes place, no more searching is (Note that this assumption is for simplicity in calculating the bound needed and the decoder returns to the b.b.o. If t is such that its and is not the actual search procedure adopted in the algorithm). branches belonging to the present tentatively decoded sequence have equal to the total number of branches in abt-unit, minus the number already been searched, and so the required number of branch searches of branches of '" already searched, plus the original b.b.o. Hence 
Fourthly, the search stemming from the path containing 14 consecuUsing this method, the total number of minimum-distance paths Table 3 bbo results Discussion codes which could achieve maximum-likelihood decodiIig with long
WEIGHT
In this paper, we have analysed the computational and co~es, and the de~odiIig algorithm discussed iIi this paper. could storage requirements of the proposed minimum-distance decoding easily, ~e a~opted m both the forward and backward.decodmgs ~f algorithm. By adoptiIig different search techniques at different ~he blduectIonal searc~ ,proc.edure, Further compu.tatIonal ana;tysls stages in the search procedure we obtain an efficient trade-off be-IS ~roposed for. the bl~uect~onal search and h>:bnd ~onvolutIonal tween coding parameter selection and memory requirement. We codIng system wIth the aid of Involved computer-sImulatIon study. Thirdly, we denote the long back-up distance region that requires scheme for convolutional codes', lTC Record, Los Angeles, California, a larger buffer size, and that often causes buffer overflow in sequential 1976 . , . . , d d. ing, resulting in a much reduced probability of dismissal. .In a prek-unit is chosen, and is equal to the minimum weight path in the vious paper,s we proposed a bidirectional search for convolutional lower-half initial code tree. 
